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ANALOG OF HEAT EQUATION FOR GAUSSIAN MEASURE
OF A BALL IN HILBERT SPACE
GYULA PAP
ABSTRACT. If a;T is a Gaussian measure on a Hilbert space
with mean a and covariance operator T, and r is a xed positive
number, then the function g(a;T) = a;T

kxk < r
	
satises the
equation @
@T g(a;T) = 1
2
@
2
@a2g(a;T) in a given sense. Moreover, its
derivatives with respect to a and T can be expressed explicitly.
Introduction. Let a;T be a Gaussian measure on a real, separable Hilbert space
H with mean vector a 2 H and covariance operator T : H ! H. It is well-known that a
bounded, linear operator S : H ! H can be the covariance operator of a Gaussian measure
on H if and only if it is a self-adjoint, positive operator with nite trace, which will be called
a Gaussian covariance operator. Denote by L1(H) the Banach space of nuclear operators
on H, endowed with the nuclear norm k  k1. Then the set Q of all Gaussian covariance
operators on H is a closed cone in L1(H).
Let now r > 0 be a xed positive number. Put
g(a;T) = a;T

x 2 H : kxk < r
	
= a;T(Ur(0))
for all (a;T) 2 H  Q, where Ur(x) denotes the open ball with radius r > 0 and center
x 2 H. It has been shown in [7] that g(;T) is G^ ateaux dierentiable on supp(0;T) for
all xed T 2 Q (Eventually, it has been proved in case of Gaussian measures on arbitrary
real, separable Banach spaces). Moreover, the derivative in the direction b 2 H is
@
@a
g(a;T)(b) = lim
"!0
" 1 
g(a + "b;T)   g(a;T)

=  
X
k

 1
k
 Z
Ur(a)
hx;vki0;T(dx)
!
hb;vki; (1)
where fkg are the eigenvalues of T, and fvkg is the corresponding orthonormal system
of eigenvectors of T (cf. [7]). Dierentiability of the function g(0;T) with respect to T
was investigated in [9]. Similar questions were treated in [8] (without proofs), but instead
of the nuclear norm the so-called "conical norm" was considered, which in fact fails to be a
norm, so usage of the notion of dierentiability was not clear.
1The aim of this paper is to examine dierentiability properties of the function g, and
to show that g satises the heat equation in a given sense.
Preliminaries. By H we always denote a separable Hilbert space H with norm
kk and scalar product h;i. By Ur(x) we denote the open ball in H with radius r > 0
and center x 2 H. Let L(H) denote the Banach space of bounded, linear operators on H
with the usual operator norm kk, and let L1(H) be the Banach space of nuclear operators
on H, endowed with the nuclear norm k  k1. We shall apply the following results:
LEMMA 1. Let Tn, T be compact operators on H, and let Tn ! T (in the
topology of L(H)). Let m(T) be an enumeration of the non-zero eigenvalues of T, each
repeated according to its multiplicity. Then there exist enumerations m(Tn) of the non-zero
eigenvalues of Tn, with repetitions according to multiplicity, such that limn!1 m(Tn) =
m(T) for m  1, the limit being uniform in m (cf. [4, XI.9.5]).
LEMMA 2. Each continuous linear functional l on L1(H) can uniquely be represented
in the form l(T) = Tr(AT) for T 2 L1(H), where A 2 L(H). Besides, klk1 = kAk (cf.
[1, Chapter 11, Theorem 11]).
LEMMA 3. The function T 7! Det(I + T) of the Banach space L1(H) into R is
Fr echet dierentiable on the set

T 2 L1(H) : ( 1) 62 (T)
	
(where (T) denotes the
spectrum of T), and its derivative at the point T 2 L1(H) with ( 1) 62 (T) is the linear
functional
S 7! Det(I + T)Tr
 
(I + T) 1S

(cf. [4, XI.9.23]).
LEMMA 4. Let a 2 H. Then the function T 7! h(I + T) 1a;ai of the Banach space
L1(H) into R is Fr echet dierentiable on the set

T 2 L1(H) : ( 1) 62 (T)
	
and its
derivative at the point T 2 L1(H) with ( 1) 62 (T) is the linear functional
S 7!  h(I + T) 1S(I + T) 1a;ai:
PROOF. For S;T 2 L1(H) with ( 1) 62 (T) and for small enough " we have
( 1) 62 (T + "S) and
" 1(h(I + T + "S) 1a;ai   h(I + T) 1a;ai) =  h(I + T + "S) 1S(I + T) 1a;ai:
Consequently,
j" 1(h(I + T + "S) 1a;ai   h(I + T) 1a;ai) + h(I + T) 1S(I + T) 1a;aij
= jh((I + T) 1   (I + T + "S) 1)S(I + T) 1a;aij
= jh"(I + T + "S) 1S(I + T) 1S(I + T) 1a;aij
 k(I + T + "S) 1kk(I + T) 1k2kSk2
1 kak2 " ! 0;
2when " ! 0. Moreover, the linear mapping S 7!  h(I + T) 1S(I + T) 1a;ai of L1(H)
into R is bounded, since
jh(I + T) 1S(I + T) 1a;aij  k(I + T) 1k2 kSk2
1 kak2:
Hence the assertion in view of Lemma 2. #
LEMMA 5. Let a 2 H, T 2 L1(H) and f'kg be an arbitrary o.n.s. in H. Then
X
k
hT'k;'kij  kTk1
and X
k
X
l
jha;'kiha;'lihT'k;'lij  kak2 kTk1:
PROOF. The rst statement is a special case of [1, Chapter 11, Theorem 3]). For the
proof of the second statement note that an operator T 2 L1(H) has the polar decomposition
T =
P
j sjh;ujivj, where fsjg are the (positive) eigenvalues of (T T)1=2 with the property
P
j sj = kTk1 < 1, and fujg, fvjg are o.n.s. in H. Thus we have
X
k
X
l
jha;'kiha;'lihT'k;'lij 
X
k
X
l
X
j
sjjha;'kiha;'lijjh'k;ujih'l;vjij
=
X
j
sj
X
k
jha;'kih'k;ujij
X
l
jha;'lih'l;vjij

X
j
sj
X
k
jha;'kij2
1=2X
k
jh'k;ujij2
1=2X
l
jha;'lij2
1=2X
l
jh'l;vjij2
1=2
 kak2 X
j
sj = kak2 kTk1:
Hence the assertion. #
If S 2 L(H) we denote by R(S) the range of S. By R(S) we denote the closure
of R(S) in H.
Let Q be the cone of the self-adjoint, positive operators in L1(H). As is well-known,
every T 2 Q has the spectral representation T =
P
k kh;vkivk; where fkg are the
(positive) eigenvalues of T (taking into consideration their multiplicity; it can be a nite
or innite sequence of positive numbers with
P
k k < 1) and fvkg is the corresponding
orthonormal system of eigenvectors of T (which is complete in R(T)).
For (a;T) 2 H  Q we denote by a;T the Gaussian measure on H with mean
vector a 2 H and covariance operator T 2 Q, i.e. the Fourier transform of a;T has the
following form:
^ a;T(h) =
Z
H
eihx;hia;T(dx) = exp

iha;hi  
1
2
hTh;hi

3for h 2 H. It is known that supp(0;T) = R(T).
For (a;T) 2 H  Q we denote by a;T the following measure on the real line:
a;T(B) := a;T

x 2 H : kxk2 2 B
	
for all Borel subset B of R. We shall use the following simple facts:
LEMMA 6. If (a;T) 2 H  Q such that T 6= 0 and a 2 supp(0;T) = R(T)
then the measure a;T is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and its
characteristic function is
^ a;T(t) =
1
p
Det(I   2itT)
exp

ith(I   2itT) 1a;ai
	
(2)
for t 2 R.
PROOF. Let us write x 2 H in the form x = x0 +
P
khx;vkivk where x0 ? R(T).
Then fhx;vkig are independent, normally distributed with respect to a;T with mean
ha;vki and variance k, and x0 = 0 a;T-a.s. Thus using kxk2 = kx0k2 +
P
khx;vki2 we
have the following form for the characteristic function of a;T:
^ a;T(t) =
Y
k
1
p
1   2itk
exp

itha;vki2
1   2itk

for t 2 R. Invertability of the operator I   2itT 2 L(H) and a 2 supp(0;T) = R(T)
imply the form (2). The function j^ a;Tj is integrable on R, so the measure a;T is
absolutely continuous. #
Results. Let us now x a positive number r > 0 and consider the real-valued function
g : H  Q ! [0;1] dened by
g(a;T) = a;T(Ur(0))
for all (a;T) 2 H Q. In the rst proposition we investigate dierentiability of the function
g(a;) for xed a 2 supp(0;T) = R(T).
THEOREM 1. Let S;T 2 Q such that T 6= 0 and a 2 supp(0;T). Denote the
spectral representation of T by T =
P
k kh;vkivk. Suppose that R(S)  R(T). Then
@
@T
g(a;T)(S) = lim
"!0
" 1 
g(a;T + "S)   g(a;T)

= Tr(Aa;TS);
where Aa;T 2 L(H) is a self-adjoint operator with the matrix representation
Aa;T =
X
k
X
l
Aa;T(k;l)h;vkivl;
4where
Aa;T(k;l) =
1
2
Z 1
 1
1   e itr
2
it
^ a;T(t)

itk;l
1   2itk
+
2(it)2ha;vkiha;vli
(1   2itk)(1   2itl)

dt;
and k;l denotes the Kronecker symbol.
PROOF. Using Lemma 6 the function g(a;T) can be expressed by the help of inverse
Fourier transformation:
g(a;T) = a;T

x 2 H : kxk2 < r2	
= a;T

x 2 R : x < r2	
=
=
1
2
Z 1
 1
1   e itr
2
it
1
p
Det(I   2itT)
exp

ith(I   2itT) 1a;ai
	
dt: (3)
Using Lemma 3 and 4 we conclude that
@
@T
g(a;T)(S) =
1
2
Z 1
 1
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)Aa;T;S(t)dt; (4)
where
Aa;T;S(t) = Tr
 
(I   2itT) 1S) + 2ith(I   2itT) 1S(I   2itT) 1a;ai;
if the integral on the right side of (4) converges uniformly in a neighbourhood of T. Consider
now the decomposition Aa;T = A
(1)
a;T + A
(2)
a;T, where A
(1)
a;T =
P
k A
(1)
a;T(k)h;vkivk and
A
(2)
a;T =
P
k
P
l A
(2)
a;T(k;l)h;vkivl; where
A
(1)
a;T(k) =
1
2
Z 1
 1
1   e itr
2
1   2itk
^ a;T(t)dt; (5)
and
A
(2)
a;T(k;l) =
ha;vkiha;vli

Z 1
 1
it
 
1   e itr
2
(1   2itk)(1   2itl)
^ a;T(t)dt: (6)
The linear operator A
(1)
a;T is bounded, since for dim(R(T))  3 we have
kA
(1)
a;Tk = sup
k
jA
(1)
a;T(k)j 
1

Z 1
 1
dt
Q3
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4 < 1; (7)
otherwise A
(1)
a;T is a nite rank operator. Moreover we have
Tr(A
(1)
a;TS) =
X
k
A
(1)
a;T(k)hSvk;vki =
1
2
Z 1
 1
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)
X
k
hSvk;vki
1   2itk
dt
=
1
2
Z 1
 1
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)Tr
 
(I   2itT) 1S

dt;
5since from (7) and Lemma 5 it follows that the integral converges uniformly:
    
Z 

 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)
n X
k=1
hSvk;vki
1   2itk
dt
    

Z 

dt
Q3
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4kSk1 ! 0;
if ; ! 1 or ; !  1.
Consider now the operator A
(2)
a;T. For dim(R(T))  5 we have the estimation
jA
(2)
a;T(k;l)j 
2

Z 1
 1
jtjdt
Q5
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4 < jha;vkiha;vlij: (8)
Taking into account (8) and Lemma 5 and we have for arbitrary operator V 2 L1(H):
jTr(A
(2)
a;TV )j =
    
X
k
X
l
A
(2)
a;T(k;l)hV vk;vli
    

2

Z 1
 1
jtjdt
Q5
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4kak2 kV k1 < 1:
Thus the linear mapping V 7! Tr(A
(2)
a;TV ) of the Banach space L1(H) into R is bounded.
From Lemma 2 it follows that there exists a bounded, linear operator ~ A
(2)
a;T 2 L(H) such
that Tr(A
(2)
a;TV ) = Tr( ~ A
(2)
a;TV ) for all V 2 L1(H). Applying this property for the operator
Vk;l = h;vkivl 2 L1(H) we have
A
(2)
a;T(k;l) = hA
(2)
a;Tvk;vli = Tr(A
(2)
a;TVk;l) = Tr( ~ A
(2)
a;TVk;l) = h ~ A
(2)
a;Tvk;vli;
thus the matrix representations of A
(2)
a;T and ~ A
(2)
a;T coincide. Consequently, A
(2)
a;T 2 L(H).
Moreover,
Tr(A
(2)
a;TS) =
1

Z 1
 1
it
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)
X
k
X
l
ha;vkiha;vlihSvk;vli
(1   2itk)(1   2itl)
dt
=
1

Z 1
 1
it
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)h(I   2itT) 1S(I   2itT) 1a;aidt;
since the integral converges uniformly:
    
Z 

it
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)
n X
k=1
n X
l=1
ha;vkiha;vlihSvk;vli
(1   2itk)(1   2itl)
dt
    
 2
Z 

jtjdt
Q5
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4kak2kSk1 ! 0;
when ; ! 1 or ; !  1. In the end from (5), (6) and Lemma 5 we have the
inequality

   
1
2
Z 

1   e itr
2
it
^ a;T(t)Aa;T;S(t)dt

   

1

 Z 

dt
Q3
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4 + 2kak2
Z 

jtjdt
Q5
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4
!
kSk1:
6Hence taking into account Lemma 1 the integral in (4) converges uniformly in a neighbour-
hood of T. Therefore the Theorem is proved. #
REMARKS 1. In view of Lemma 2 the functional S 7! Tr(Aa;TS) is linear and bounded
on the space L1(H). Thus @
@T g(a;T) can be extended to an element of L1(H) (the
topological dual of L1(H) ).
2. If a 62 supp(0;T) then we can consider the decomposition a = a0 + a1, where
a1 2 supp(0;T) = R(T) and a0 ? R(T). Using a;T = a1;T  "a0 (where "x denotes
the Dirac measure, concentrated in x 2 H) and that supp(a1;T) = supp(0;T) = R(T) we
have
g(a;T) = a1;T

x 2 H : kx + a0k < r
	
= a1;T

x 2 R(T) : kxk2 < r2   ka0k2	
= a1;T

x 2 H : kxk2 < r2   ka0k2	
:
Consequently, if ka0k2 = kak2  
P
kha;vki2  r2, then g(a;T) = 0, thus in that case
@
@T g(a;T) = 0. Moreover, if ka0k2 < r2 then g(a;T) = a1;T

x 2 H : kxk < r
	
, where
r2
 = r2 ka0k2. Thus in that case @
@T g(a;T)(S) exists for S 2 L1(H) with R(S)  R(T)
and can be calculated as in the case of a 2 supp(0;T), using a1 instead of a and r
instead of r, respectively.
In the next proposition we give a new formula for the derivative of the function g(a;)
for xed T 2 Q.
THEOREM 2. Let T 2 Q such that T 6= 0 and a;b 2 supp(0;T). Denote the spectral
representation of T by T =
P
k kh;vkivk. Then
@
@a
g(a;T)(b) = lim
"!0
" 1 
g(a + "b;T)   g(a;T)

= hBa;T;bi;
where Ba;T =
P
k Ba;T(k)vk with
Ba;T(k) =
1

Z 1
 1
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)
ha;vki
1   2itk
dt:
PROOF. Using the expression (3) for the function g we have
@
@a
g(a;T)(b) =
1

Z 1
 1
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)h(I   2itT) 1a;bidt; (9)
if the integral in (9) converges uniformly in a neighbourhood of a. For dim(R(T))  3 we
have the estimation
jBa;T(k)j 
2

Z 1
 1
dt
Q3
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4jha;vkij;
7hence we have for arbitrary vector u 2 H:
jhBa;T;uij = j
X
k
Ba;T(k)hu;vkij 
2

Z 1
 1
dt
Q3
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4
X
k
jhu;vkiha;vkij

2

Z 1
 1
dt
Q3
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4kakkuk < 1:
Thus the linear mapping u 7! hBa;T;ui of the Hilbert space H into R is bounded.
Consequently, Ba;T 2 H. Moreover,
hBa;T;bi =
X
k
Ba;T(k)hb;vki =
1

Z 1
 1
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)
X
k
ha;vkihb;vki
1   2itk
dt
=
1

Z 1
 1
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)h(I   2itT) 1a;bidt;
since the integral converges uniformly:
    
Z 

it
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)
n X
k=1
ha;vkihb;vki
1   2itk
dt
    
 2
Z 

jtjdt
Q3
k=1(1 + 4t22
k)1=4kakkbk ! 0;
when ; ! 1 or ; !  1. From this inequality we get the uniform convergence of
the integral in (9), too. #
THEOREM 3. Let T 2 Q such that T 6= 0 and a;b;c 2 supp(0;T). Denote the
spectral representation of T by T =
P
k kh;vkivk. Then
@2
@a2g(a;T)(b;c) = lim
"!0
" 1
 @
@a
g(a + "c;T)(b)  
@
@a
g(a;T)(b)

= hCa;Tb;ci;
where 1
2Ca;T = Aa;T 2 L(H) is the self-adjoint operator, described in Theorem 1.
PROOF. Using (9) and Lemma 4 we conclude that
@2
@a2g(a;T)(b;c) =
1

Z 1
 1
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)Aa;b;c;T(t)dt; (10)
where
Aa;b;c;T = h(I   2itT) 1b;ci + 2ith(I   2itT) 1a;bih(I   2itT) 1a;ci;
if the integral in (10) converges uniformly. Consider now the operator S = h;bic 2 L1(H).
Using (4) and Theorem 1 we have
hAa;Tb;ci =
X
k
X
l
Aa;T(k;l)hb;vkihc;vli = Tr(Aa;TS)
=
@
@T
g(a;T)(S) =
1
2
Z 1
 1
 
1   e itr
2
^ a;T(t)Aa;T;S(t)dt:
8By the denition of S we have
Tr
 
(I   2itT) 1S

= h(I   2itT) 1b;ci
and
h(I   2itT) 1S(I   2itT) 1a;ai = h(I   2itT) 1a;bih(I   2itT) 1a;ci:
Consequently, Aa;T;S(t) = Aa;b;c;T(t) for all t 2 R. From the proof of Theorem 1 it
follows that the integral in (10) converges uniformly, thus @
2
@a2g(a;T)(b;c) = 2Tr(Aa;TS) =
2hAa;Tb;ci. Hence the assertion. #
REMARK. Using the same ideas as in the remarks after Theorem 1 one can show that
if a 62 supp(0;T) but b;c 2 supp(0;T) then @
@ag(a;T)(b) = @
2
@a2g(a;T)(b;c) = 0 in case
of ka0k  r, and @
@ag(a;T)(b) and @
2
@a2g(a;T)(b;c) can be calculated using a1 instead
of a and r instead of r in case of ka0k < r.
COROLLARY 1. The function g satises the heat equation
@
@T
g(a;T) =
1
2
@2
@a2g(a;T)
in the following sense: If T 2 Q such that T 6= 0 and a 2 supp(0;T) and we con-
sider the operator Aa;T 2 L(H), associated to @
@T g(a;T) in Theorem 1 and the operator
Ca;T 2 L(H), associated to @
2
@a2g(a;T) in Theorem 3 in a natural way then Aa;T = 1
2Ca;T.
Equivalently, if b;c 2 supp(0;T) and we consider the operator S = h;bic 2 L1(H) then
@
@T
g(a;T)(S) =
1
2
@2
@a2g(a;T)(b;c):
REMARK. From the remarks after Theorem 1 and 3 it follows that the same assertion
is true in case of a 62 supp(0;T), too.
THEOREM 4. Let T 2 Q such that T 6= 0 and a 2 supp(0;T). Denote the spectral
representation of T by T =
P
k kh;vkivk. Then the quantities Aa;T(k;l), A
(1)
a;T(k),
A
(2)
a;T(k) and Ba;T(k) (dened in Theorem 1, (5), (6) and Theorem 2, respectively) admit
the following properties:
(i) Aa;T(k;l) = 1
2kl
R
Ur(0)hx;vkihx;vli0;T(dx)   1
2k0;T
 
Ur(a)

k;l:
(ii) Aa;T(k;l) = A
(1)
a;T(k)k;l + A
(2)
a;T(k;l):
(iii) A
(1)
a;T(k) =   1
2k
R
Ur(0) e
kxk2 r2
2k a;T(dx):
(iv) If k 6= l then A
(2)
a;T(k;l) =
ha;vkiha;vli
k l
R
Ur(0)

e
kxk2 r2
2l   e
kxk2 r2
2k

a;T(dx):
9(v) If k = l then A
(2)
a;T(k;l) =
ha;vkiha;vli
22
k
R
Ur(0)(kxk2   r2)e
kxk2 r2
2k a;T(dx):
(vi) Ba;T(k) =  
ha;vki
k
R
Ur(0) e
kxk2 r2
2k a;T(dx):
PROOF. 1. From Theorem 3 it follows that
Aa;T(k;l) =
1
2
hCa;Tvk;vli =
1
2
lim
"!0
" 1 
hBa+"vk;T;vli   hBa;T;vli

=
1
2
lim
"!0
" 1 
Ba+"vk;T(l)   Ba;T(l)

:
From (1) we have
Ba;T(l) =  
 1
l
Z
Ur(a)
hx;vli0;T(dx)
for all a 2 supp(0;T). Thus we obtain
Aa;T(k;l) =
1
2l
lim
"!0
1
"
Z
Ur(a)
hx;vli0;T(dx)  
Z
Ur(a+"vk)
hx;vli0;T(dx)

=
1
2l
lim
"!0
1
"
Z
Ur(a)
hx;vli0;T(dx)  
Z
Ur(a)
hx + "vk;vli "vk;T(dx)

: (11)
Taking into account vk 2
p
T(H), the measure  "vk;T is absolutely continuous with
respect to the measure 0;T, and the Radon-Nikodym derivative is
d "vk;T
0;T
(x) = exp

 
"2
2
k(
p
T) 1vkk2   "h(
p
T) 1vk;(
p
T) 1xi

: (12)
(Cameron-Martin's formula; cf. [6, Chapter 3, Theorem 3.1]) Combining (11) and (12), and
applying the dominated convergence theorem we obtain
Aa;T(k;l) =
1
2l
Z
Ur(a)
hx;vlih(
p
T) 1vk;(
p
T) 1xi0;T(dx)  
k;l
2l
0;T
 
Ur(a)

:
Therefore (i) is proved.
2. The proposition (ii) is trivial.
3. For the proof of (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) we note that ^ a;T =
R
R eitxa;T(dx), thus
using the Fubini theorem we have
A
(1)
a;T(k) =
1
2
Z
R
Z 1
 1
eitx   eit(x r
2)
1   2itk
dta;T(dx);
A
(2)
a;T(k;l) =
ha;vkiha;vli

Z
R
Z 1
 1
it

eitx   eit(x r
2)

(1   2itk)(1   2itl)
dta;T(dx);
10and
Ba;T(k) =
ha;vki

Z
R
Z 1
 1
eitx   eit(x r
2)
1   2itk
dta;T(dx):
Using formulas
Z 1
0
cosat
1 + t2dt =

2
e jaj;
Z 1
0
tsinat
1 + t2 dt = (sgna)

2
e jaj
we can compute that
Z 1
 1
eitx   eit(x r
2)
1   2itk
dt =
(
  
k exp
n
x r
2
2k
o
if 0 < x < r2
0 if x  r2,
and
Z 1
 1
it

eitx   eit(x r
2)

(1   2itk)2 dt =
(
  
22
k
(r2   x)exp
n
x r
2
2k
o
if 0 < x < r2
0 if x  r2,
and for k 6= l
Z 1
 1
it

eitx   eit(x r
2)

(1   2itk)(1   2itl)
dt =
(

k l

exp
n
x r
2
2l
o
  exp
n
x r
2
2k
o
if 0 < x < r2
0 if x  r2.
Hence (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) are proved. #
REMARKS 1. The method of this paper can be used to examine higher derivatives of
the function g, too.
2. Unfortunately this method works only in case of Hilbert space. In [2] it has been
shown that if E is a real, separable Banach space and P(E) denotes the space of proba-
bility measures on E (equipped with the topology of weak convergence) then the mapping
T 7! 0;T of the cone of Q Gaussian covariance operator (equipped with the nuclear norm)
into P(E) is continuous if E is of type 2 and has the approximation property. Moreover this
mapping is not continuous if E is not of type 2. Thus perhaps Theorem 1 can be extended
for example to the spaces lp with 2  p < 1.
3. It is also possible to consider similar questions for stable measures. Let 0 <  < 2.
It is known that a probability measure  2 P(E) is symmetric and -stable if and only
if there exists a nite, symmetric measure # on S1 =

x 2 E : kxk = 1
	
such that the
Fourier transform of  has the form
^ (a) = exp

 
Z
S1
jhx;aij#(dx)

(13)
for a 2 E
0
. Moreover the measure # (spectral measure of ) is unique (cf. [10, Theorem
6.4.4]). Let us denote by M(S1) the set of all spectral measures of symmetric, -stable
11measures on E, i.e. the set of nite, symmetric measures on S1 such that the right side
of (13) is the characteristic function of some probability measure  2 P(E) (equipped with
the topology of weak convergence). For # 2 M(S1) we denote by # the symmetric,
-stable measure on E with spectral measure #. Then the mapping # 7! # of M(S1)
into P(E) is continuous if and only if E has stable type  (cf. [10, Proposition 7.5.6]).
4. In [5] it has been examined the function
a 7! lim
"!0
1
2"
a;T

x 2 H : r   " < kxk < r + "
	
;
of H into R. The above limit is called Gaussian spherical mean, and can be also expressed
as the value of the density function of the norm with respect to a;T at the point r. It
was proved that the above function is dierentiable on H. It is also possible to examine the
dierentiability of the Gaussian spherical mean with respect to the covariance operator T.
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